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Calculated Fields (ad hoc formulas) In BI&A 
Use this feature to accomplish simple on-the-fly calculations, or to apply complex 

formulas to your data.  

Examples of commonly used calculated fields include: 

● Estimated Profit:  [Billable Amount] - [Est. Cost] 

● Profitability shown as a (%): (1 - [Est. Cost]/[Billable Amount]) 

Adding a Calculated Field to a Report (In Design mode) 

● Look at  the list of data available to you (to the left of your screen) 

 

● Click the “Calculated field” link at the top of the left sidebar 

● Enter your desired formula, using the same formatting shown in the data table 

○ (i.e., Camel Case, no spaces, same spelling as shown) 

 

● In this interface, you can also: 

○ Format your calculated field (numeric, money, etc) 

○ Preview your formula’s results 

 

Note: the interface will alert you if you have created a formula that will not create a result. You won’t be able to save a 

flawed calculation; this ensures that you don’t pass bad calculations into a report unknowingly.   

 

● You can also click the lightbulb icon for help entering your formula 

○ In the help interface, you can: 

■ Select and load specific data into your calculated field form 

■ Select and apply specific functions (subtract, multiply, etc) into your calculated field form 
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Using Your ClickTime Customizations 

You can use custom fields you (or your admin) set up in ClickTime to create calculated fields. This means that if 

you have added a custom field to a Project (for example) to act as a multiplier of normal Billing or Cost rates, you 

can calculate an ad-hoc version of Billable or Cost amounts inflected by that project’s custom field. Some Notes: 

● Remember that the values you create in custom fields in the BI&A tool will NOT be reflected in your 

ClickTime account.  

● Calculated  fields are available on a per-report basis. You must create any calculated fields you want to 

use for each report when designing that report.  

 

Available Calculated Field Expressions 

Function Name   Syntax 

+     expression + expression 

-     expression - expression 

/     expression / expression 

<     expression < expression 

<=     expression <= expression 

<>     expression <> expression 

=     expression = expression 

>     expression > expression 

>=     expression >= expression 

AND     boolean_expression AND boolean_expression 

AVG     AVG (expression) 

BETWEEN    BETWEEN (test_expression, begin_expression, end_expression) 

CASE WHEN...THEN...ELSE...END CASE WHEN (boolean_expression) THEN (result_expression) [...n] [ELSE 

     (else_result_expression)] END  

CASE...WHEN...THEN...ELSE...END CASE (input_expression) WHEN (when_expression) THEN   (result_expression) 

[...n]  

     [ELSE (else_result_expression)] END 

CAST...AS    CAST (expression AS data_type) 

CONCAT    CONCAT (expression, expression[,expression...]) 

CONVERT    CONVERT (data_type [( length)], expression[, style]) 

COUNT     COUNT (expression) 

DATEADD    DATEADD (datepart, number, expression) 

DATEDIFF    DATEDIFF (datepart, startdate, enddate) 

DATEPART    DATEPART (datepart, date) 

DISTINCT    DISTINCT (column) or DISTINCT column 
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GETDATE    GETDATE () 

IF...THEN...ELSE...END                         IF (boolean_expression) THEN (true_expression) [ELSE (false_expression)] END 

IIF     IIF (boolean_expression, true_expression, [false_expression]) 

ISNULL     ISNULL (check_expression, replacement_value) 

LEN     LEN (expression) 

MAX     MAX (expression) 

MIN     MIN (expression) 

OR     boolean_expression OR boolean_expression 

ROUND    ROUND (expression, length[, function]) 

RUNNING AVG    RUNNINGAVG (column) 

RUNNING COUNT   RUNNINGCOUNT (column) 

RUNNING SUM    RUNNINGSUM (column) 

SUM     SUM (expression) 


